Facts about the empirical basis of the dissertation
The empirical material consists of chosen Lady Gaga music videos and of various data collected amongst the Lady Gaga fans through the following methods: individual and group interviews, questionnaire, netnographic observations in fan forums and on social media sites, offline participant observation, auto-ethnography, and a visual research method. The offline data is collected in New York City and in Denmark.
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The affective level of the fans experience of Lady Gaga

Analyzing the affective level of the fans experience of Lady Gaga, the dissertation argues 1) that Gaga, through especially strategies of authenticity and intimacy in her fan communication, establishes an affectively primed space online as well as offline, 2) that affect fan studies provides an understanding beyond semiotic meaning of the fan experience and thus a more complete fandom study. The dissertation presents four methodological approaches to and readings of the affective Gaga fan experience.

Leaving the era of inauthentic authenticity

Following a review of how the term authenticity is generally perceived today, and how it has been and is currently linked to different musical expressions, the dissertation discusses how Lady Gaga is perceived as authentic by her fans. It argues that in spite of widespread skepticism concerning the sincerity of the artist, her fans, first, experience Lady Gaga as authentic and, second, reiterate perceptions of authenticity linked to rock music. This indicates that we may be leaving the era of inauthentic authenticity characterizing the pop music.

Conclusion

Lady Gaga is a great example of how gender and body ideals are negotiated through media, and, at the same time, influence academic debates on the topic. In addition, the study of an artist such as Lady Gaga emphasizes that fans are important to examine because they provide insight into how people in general appropriate culture, e.g. how media platforms play a role in their consumption practices, and into how celebrity figures reflect the social norms and values of contemporary society, while at the same time serve as symbolic leaders who can guide the public in new directions.

Perspectives

The examination of Lady Gaga in this dissertation appropriates modern culture as a culture concerned both with the economic dynamics of the cultural system in which it is inscribed and with the intense, personal and emotional experiences it can provide its audience. In this perspective, the fact that Lady Gaga earns a lot of money and is aware of the unwritten rules of the industry does not prevent the fans from perceiving her as authentic and real, and as someone who they love deeply and who fills their life with strong experiences of intense happiness.